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PENTATONIC SCALE
-BACKGROUND AND THEORY-

With the birth of three chord rock and roll in the 50's came the need for a simple scale that could be easily played and yet still satisfy the audience's ear with the 'right notes'. The pentatonic scale (often dubbed the 'blues scale') became the scale of choice.

The name 'pentatonic' is derived from two words; penta meaning five in Greek and tonic meaning tone. Hence a five tone scale.

Although the pentatonic scale has increased in popularity over the last few decades with the acceptance of rock and roll and heavy metal, it's been used for hundreds of years in eastern music (Japanese and Chinese).

There's two types of pentatonic scales to learn: major pentatonic and minor pentatonic. We'll begin with the major pentatonic scale in the key of 'A', since 'A' is one of the most popular keys to play in on the guitar.

**Major Pentatonic**

"A" major pentatonic contains these notes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale Degree</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice there's only five notes. You could think of major pentatonic as a major scale missing the 4th and 7th scale degrees.

Here's what 'A' major pentatonic looks like on your guitar neck:

A major Pentatonic

Ex.1

Note: The circled dots are the A's, the root of the scale.
Now if you're scratching your head, wondering why you just played twelve notes and a minute ago you learned that the pentatonic scale has five notes, here's why:

The pentatonic scale has five different notes. The remaining notes are just the five notes repeated one octave higher and then a second octave higher until you run out of strings.

Every scale can be broken down into five separate finger patterns covering the entire finger board. Below are those patterns for A major pentatonic:
Here are all the notes in A major pentatonic covering the entire finger board:
The minor pentatonic is the second type of pentatonic scale to learn. Again, I'll use the key of 'A' for describing this scale. The notes in A minor pentatonic are:

\[
\begin{array}{ccccc}
\text{A} & \text{C} & \text{D} & \text{E} & \text{G} \\
\text{scale degrees} & 1 & b3 & 4 & 5 & b7 \\
\text{(root)} & & & & & 
\end{array}
\]

The minor pentatonic could be thought of as a natural minor scale missing the 2nd and 6th scale degrees. A minor pentatonic looks like this on your guitar neck:

Ex.4

Just like the major pentatonic, the minor pentatonic scale can be broken down into five separate finger patterns. Here are the five patterns for A minor pentatonic:

Ex.5

Pattern #1

Pattern #2
Memorize all five patterns! This is the first step to being able to solo effortlessly all over the fretboard.

Here are all the notes in A minor pentatonic covering the entire finger board;
Did you notice that the major and minor pentatonic scales both use the exact same patterns? The only difference is which note serves as the root.

The major and minor pentatonic scales are not exclusive of each other. Sometimes a guitarist will combine both in the same solo.

**Example:** Play 'A' minor pentatonic and then switch to 'A' major pentatonic, playing both scales over an A7 chord.

Here's a little trick to easily switch from minor to major pentatonic:

Play the root position pattern (#2, 5th fret) in A minor pentatonic. Next, slide that same pattern back three frets to begin on F# (2nd fret) and play the scale here. You are now playing in A major pentatonic.

Guitarists in all styles of music use this trick all the time, like Gary Rossington and Allen Collins from Lynyrd Skynyrd, the Allman Brothers, Eric Clapton, Frank Gambale and Larry Carlton.

Remember this rule of thumb for combining major and minor pentatonic: When you're soloing using any of the five finger patterns with the minor pentatonic scale move the same pattern you're using down three frets and this yields a major-ish, country sound. See how simple it is!

By examining the diagrams of the entire scales in Examples 3 and 6 you'll notice that the notes diagrammed on the finger board past pattern #5 are simply duplications of patterns 1, 2, 3 and part of 4, played one octave higher. To play pattern #1 and octave higher, simply move it up the neck 12 frets. Repeat this process for patterns 2, 3 and 4.

**Note:** For more theory on pentatonic scales and many other scales, check out my book "Monster Scales and Modes," published by Centerstream Publishing.
Now you're able to play major and minor pentatonic in the Key of A, but what about other keys? Well, here's how to do it:

First, start with the root position pattern (#2) beginning with A at the fifth fret (this works with both major and minor scales). Next, let’s say we're going to play in the key of A#. Since A# is only one fret up from A, we'll move the root position pattern (#2) up one fret to begin at the sixth fret. All the other patterns will also be moved up one fret each to play in the key of A#.

Now try the key of C. C is three frets higher than A, so move the root position pattern up three frets to begin at the 8th fret. Move the other four patterns up three frets also.

You can use this process to play in all keys, but first you must know the names of all the notes on the low 'E' string (6th string). Below is a neck diagram with all the notes on the low 'E' string:

Ex.7

Once you know the names of all the notes on the low "E" string you can begin to play the pentatonic scales in any key, just follow the process described above.
Every major pentatonic scale has a 'relative minor' scale within it. And likewise every minor pentatonic scale has a 'relative major' scale contained within it.

Example - C major pentatonic contains the notes C D E G A. The 'relative minor' scale always starts 3 frets in back of the root for the major pentatonic. Three frets back from C is A, so A minor pentatonic is the 'relative minor' to C major. A minor pentatonic contains the notes A C D E G. Notice that both scales contain the same notes. The only difference is C major pentatonic begins on 'C' and A minor pentatonic beings on 'A'. In other words two different names for one scale.

This means you can play A minor pentatonic over and A minor chord and a C major chord. You can also play A minor pentatonic over a rhythm that is in the key of A minor or C major.

Below is a chart of all the major pentatonic scales along with the corresponding 'relative minor' scales:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Pentatonic</th>
<th>Relative Minor Pentatonic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C major</td>
<td>A minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C# or Db major</td>
<td>A# or Bb minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D major</td>
<td>B minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eb major</td>
<td>C minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E major</td>
<td>C# minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F major</td>
<td>D minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F# or Gb major</td>
<td>D# or Eb minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G major</td>
<td>E minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab major</td>
<td>F minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A major</td>
<td>F# minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bb major</td>
<td>G minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B major</td>
<td>G# minor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The licks in this section are written and played in pattern #2 of A minor pentatonic (same as C major pentatonic). Experiment by playing these licks in other keys and patterns as well.

**Alternate pick everything unless otherwise notated**

(Down, up, down, up, etc.)!

Example 8 thru 11 are licks based on a repeating motif. This 'repetitive' concept was used extensively in the 70's by the likes of Ace Frehley (Kiss), Allen Collins and Gary Rossington (Lynyrd Skynyrd) and Jimmy Page.

In example 8 bar your index finger across the 1st and 2nd strings (5th fret), so that your finger won't have to keep jumping back and forth between strings.
For example 10 bar your 3rd finger across the 3rd and 4th strings at the seventh fret on beats two and four.
Example 12 is an idea using triplets (groups of 3's) and pull-offs.

This next lick is similar to example 12, but this one ascends.

Example 14 is a modern sounding lick using 'sweep picking'. This technique involves a series of consecutive downstrokes followed by a series of consecutive upstrokes. Yngwie Malmsteen and Frank Gambale use sweep picking often in their solos.

A detailed look at sweep picking can be found in my book 'Flying Fingers', published by Centerstream Publishing.
For your convenience I've included arrows above the notes indicating which direction to pick each note. Again, bar your fingers across the strings played consecutively on the same fret.

Ex 14 A Minor

Remember, these licks can also be played over a 'C major' chord, which is the relative major to A minor.
The next three examples use 'double stops'. A double stop is the playing of two notes at the same time. To play the double stops in example 15 bar your index finger across the 1st and 2nd strings at the 5th fret and pick with down strokes. This lick has a Chuck Berry-ish flavor.

Ex.15  A Minor

Example 16 and 17 use double stops to produce a country/southern rock sound. These two licks are very typical of Lynyrd Skynyrd and the Allman Brothers.

Ex.16  C Major
Once you can solo comfortably in one pattern the next logical step is to begin connecting the different patterns. Your goal should be to play smoothly from one pattern to the next.

The following collection of licks will introduce your fingers to ideas created by connecting some of the patterns. Example 18 is a rapid ascending lick using triplets in the key of A minor.
At this point we’ll change keys to E minor (relative major is G) for the next two examples.

Ex. 19  E Minor

Example 20 is heavily influenced by the late Randy Rhoads. He often used 'tremolo picking' to create fast lines. Tremolo picking is the rapid repetition of a single note. This technique can also be found in Eddie Van Halen guitar solo 'Eruption'.

ALTERNATE PICK EVERY NOTE!
A common way of playing major and minor scales is to organize the patterns so there are 3 notes per string. For example 21 I’ve laid out A minor pentatonic with 3 notes per string. By setting up the pentatonic scale in this fashion you increase its range by more than one additional octave, plus it looks cool to see your fingers rapidly ascending up the neck. This lick also sounds great descending.

Now figure out what the remaining four patterns would be like using 3 notes per string.
BLUES WITH PENTATONICS

Displayed in this section are two blues solos which show again how versatile the pentatonic scale is. Both solos are played over a 12 bar blues chord progression in the key of A. The 12 bar blues is fun to solo over with pentatonics because every note sounds good nearly all the time. Here's the basic structure for the 12 bar blues in A:


Notice the repeat signs at the beginning and end of the progression. This means to keep repeating it over and over.

The first solo (Ex. 22) is a slow blues. The nature of the slow blues allows you to put much feeling into each note. Check it out.
The second blues solo is faster and more up beat.
Alan Holdsworth was one of the first to use the 'extended patterns'. Today many guitarists use this concept like Marty Friedman (Megadeth), Steve Vai and Eddie Van Halen. The idea is simple, but very effective. Here's how it works: combine two adjacent patterns, for instance patterns 2 and 3, and play it as one giant three note per string scale.

Diagrammed below are all 5 'extended patterns' in A minor:

Ex. 24

Pattern 1 & 2

Pattern 2 & 3

Pattern 3 & 4

Pattern 4 & 5
Notice the many doubled notes occurring in each pattern. This unique quality gives the extended patterns their own sound.

I love the ultra-modern sounds the extended patterns produce and I believe you will too! Let's move on.

The licks in this section involve some stretching, so I've put all the examples in the key of E minor so newcomers to this concept can play the licks comfortably.

**WARNING:** If you experience any pain or cramps while attempting the licks in this section, please take a break and let your hand relax for a few minutes.
Examples 27 thru 33 take on a different approach. They involve playing the pentatonics in groups of threes, fours, fives and sixs by using the 'extended patterns'. I hear a lot of these ideas in Paul Gilbert's (Mr. Big and Racer X) and Eric Johnson's playing.
Ex.28  E Minor  

Ex.29  E Minor  

Ex.30  E Minor
Here's an interesting idea connecting three scale patterns in E minor. The end of this lick is based out of an extended pattern in the same key.

Ex. 34  E Minor

Fingers 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 3 1 1

Fingers 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 4 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3
The fingering in this next lick is designed to facilitate speed. It presents an unusual fingering for the otherwise simple pentatonic scale.

Now we'll try combining a series of ideas to create one big 'monster' lick. Keep in mind to play every note slowly and evenly while learning the lick, then gradually increase your speed. Notice the chord changes above each bar (E min 7 and A7). Record yourself playing these chords then rewind the tape and play example 36 over the chords.
Here's another combination of ideas to create a monster size lick. This lick is influenced heavily by Joe Satriani's burning speed and finesse. Play this lick over E minor and G major chords.

Ex. 37  E. Minor

Emi
Example 38 is a full solo incorporating many of the ideas previously discussed. Play this solo over A minor and D major chords.
Once you feel comfortable with these licks, try playing them in other keys as well.
Many guitarists use arpeggios in their solos. Eddie Van Halen taps arpeggios in 'Eruption' and Randy Rhoads used them at the beginning of his solo in 'Mr. Crowley', but by far the most explicit use of arpeggios is in the guitar solo work of Yngwie Malmsteen.

An arpeggio is the consecutive playing of the notes of any given chord. Contained within the notes of the pentatonic scale are two different arpeggios; major and minor. Assume you're in the key of A minor pentatonic (same as C major pentatonic, the relative major). There is an A minor arpeggio (the notes are A, C, E) and C major arpeggio (the notes are C, E, G) within this scale. So as you're soloing in A minor with your artillery of licks you can play A minor and C major arpeggios.

The examples in this section present a wide variety of arpeggiated licks. Try playing the ideas in other keys as well. Since we've been working with E minor pentatonic a lot in this book, you may want to know that the corresponding arpeggios for this key would be E minor and G major.

Most of the arpeggios in this section will be derived from A minor pentatonic. The first few ideas showcase four variations of the A minor and C major arpeggios using sweep picking. Remember, sweep picking is the use of consecutive downstrokes followed by consecutive upstrokes. The arrows above the notes indicate which direction to pick each note (down, down, down, etc. or up, up, up, etc.).
The next two arpeggiated examples will incorporate string skipping. Nuno Bettencourt (Extreme) and Paul Gilbert (Mr. Big) both use string skipping. Practice these slowly, making the transition between the 3rd and 1st strings smooth and even.
Ex. 48  C Major

By combining the notes of the A minor chord (A, C, E) and the C major chord (C, E, G) you have an A minor 7th chord (A, C, E, G). Since A minor 7th has four different notes it lends itself to being played diagonally across the fretboard.

Ex. 49  Amin 7

8va

Fingers 1 4 1 4 1 2 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 2 1 4 1 4 1 3 4 1 4 1 2 (4) 4
Now check out an E minor 7th arpeggio (E, G, B, D). This one involves a stretch from the 12th to the 19th frets! Ouch! The first half of this lick you'll want to sweep pick, so watch the arrows.
This section takes us even deeper into the realm of pentatonics by adding the right hand fingers to tap with. If you've never tapped before or you're a novice, don't fear because these tapping licks start with the easiest and gradually build up to the more difficult.

Example 52 features an ascending lick reminiscent of Eddie Van Halen, with some cool string bending at the end. Use your left hand fingers to help bend the strings up when you're bending and tapping at the same time (2nd bar, 2nd beat and 3rd bar, 1st beat).

Ex.52 A Minor
Steve Vai's innovative style inspired the next two tapping licks. They utilize the extended patterns discussed earlier in this book.

Ex.53 E Minor

Ex.54 E Minor
Tapping adapts well to 'linear playing', which is playing up and down the neck on one or two strings. Example 55 demonstrates linear playing on the 2nd string in A minor.
This next lick uses what I call 'double taps'. It involves tapping a note with your right hand and pulling off, then hammering on the same note with your left hand and pulling off. This lick really flies, but to keep your fingers from hitting each other try this little trick:

After tapping the note with your right hand, pull off in an upward direction (towards the ceiling), then hammer on the same note with your left hand and pull off in a downward direction (towards the floor). Practice this motion very slow and gradually get faster.

Here's still another idea with the extended patterns.
Example 58 features ‘octave tapping’. All you do is tap a note high on the neck, then pull off to the note 12 frets lower (one octave lower) on the same string. Nuno Bettencourt (Extreme) has experimented with this technique in the past. This technique gives the illusion of using a harmonizer.

Next is a variation of octave tapping.

CONCLUSION

As you can see, the pentatonic scale has numerous applications. With a little imagination and experimenting I’m sure you can discover many more licks and tricks lurking in the depths of the pentatonic scale.

Dave Celentano

For free information on all Dave Celentano's books and tapes write to:

Flying Fingers Productions
P. O. Box 1994
Arcadia, CA 91077-1994